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firstly, may I wish a very happy and very prosperous new year to you 
all, readers of heatworks magazine. 

It seems that in the blink of an eye Ceramicx is suddenly twenty years 
old this year. I am suddenly reminded that it is extremely difficult to 
celebrate anniversaries - in business or life - without reflecting on the 
importance of partnerships; be these clients, suppliers or associates. 

In many ways, this issue of heatworks magazine reads like the Partnership 
issue. we kick off the issue talking about with our revived relationship 
with the University of limerick and the following pages are the story of a 
number of profitable collaborations; with our friends in Germany, Friedr 
freek and in India with elmec. 

Closer to home we take a look at the enabling work of enterprise 
Ireland and we also host the thoughts of dr. tony robinson of trinity 
College, dublin on issues of infrared emissivity and comfort in the built 
environment. this to my mind is pioneering research work that will 
hopefully open new doors in energy-efficient heating for all. 

In truth, anything new or anything innovative most always needs a 
partnership approach to get it off the ground and let it see the light of 
day. Be they customers, suppliers or associates, Ceramicx salutes all our 
partners as we step into the new year. here’s to the next twenty years 
together!

heAtwoRks

frank wilson
Managing director Ceramicx Ireland

CeramiCx Ireland ltd.  
20th annIversary  1992 - 2012
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CeRAmICx sets sIghts oN 
woRld ClAss leAdeRshIp

will recruit at least four key personnel in materials science and 
engineering and will boost the technical know-how of the 
company in its chosen field of infrared heating. 
By any standard, the manufacture of infrared heaters is a 
complex process. there are process issues, for example, 
associated with the preparation of the ceramic slip mix; batch 
consistencies; temperature variations and so forth. there are 
further issues with the electrical work; with the automation of the 
plant and with many other 
factors; including metal 
fabrication and engineering 
work. 
over the next two years a 
detailed series of scientific-
based ‘road maps’ will be 
created at Ceramicx in 
order to describe the inputs 
and outputs in the complex 
mix of skills and ingredients 
that go to make up the 
manufacture of infrared 
heaters.  Materials; humidity; 
temperature, electrics and 
mechanical factors all 
combine to produce the 
ceramic-based products. 

when Jobs and Industry Minister richard 
Bruton td announced details last May of a 
€10 million investment for a new Irish energy 
efficiency centre for manufacturing and 
another for manufacturing effectiveness 
it was perhaps no accident that the only 
small to medium sized (sMe) company to 
figure in both hailed from West Cork. 
Ceramicx’s track record and expertise in 
driving manufacturing matters forward had 
long been known to the new government 
and to bodies such as enterprise Ireland 
in its commitment to finding the fastest 
and most effective ways of rolling out best 
manufacturing practice and energy-efficient 
production, not only at the Ceramicx factory 
but through Ireland generally. 
and, since the Minister’s announcement, 
Ceramicx has been able to launch a further 
raft of good news to go with its new national 
undertaking. together with academic 
partner, University of limerick, Ceramicx 
has won a second round of significant 
science and development funding from 
enterprise Ireland. the project - won under 
the Innovation Partnership awards scheme 

a new two year project teams 
Ceramicx with mark Southern's 
University of Limerick researchers. 
The fruits will put Ceramicx in 
the forefront of ir manufacturing 
Know-how.

Analysis of the material properties of 
various clays will be key to the knowledge 
matrix built at Ceramicx

Commercial matters such as freight 
and logistics will impact on the main 
work of the Partnership

Electrical and wiring issues will form part 
of the Partnership study matrix 

Ceramicx future energy plans involve 
harnessing the power of the natural 
environment - through the plantation 
of forestry and the use of renewable 
energy. The Innovation Partnership will 
include these elements in its work
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the newly funded project will help ensure that Ireland’s south 
west develops world leadership in these matters.
the project at Ceramicx will have the Ul and Ceramicx team 
focus on:
1. Redefining the manufacturing process and procedures for;   

slip mix preparation; heating coil manufacturing; heater coil 
insertion into slip cast. 

2. Reducing unit costs by significantly increasing productivity
3. targeting new markets and increasing market share. 
one of the main aims of the research will be to facilitate a 
multi-shift production cycle at the Ceramicx plant. the ultimate 
output of the research will be to generate a new process control 
system that will be developed in accordance with prioritised 
findings from the initial project stages. 
this work will undoubtedly lead on to the reduction of unit costs; 
eliminating and consolidating multiple process steps. Ceramicx 
is aiming high - and is determined that multiple opportunities will 
eventually lead to a reduction of unit costs of the order of 20%. 

What is an Innovation Partnership ?Many Irish companies have carefully studied relevant 
markets and identified a strong commercial opportunity 
for an innovative design they have in mind. however, 
those companies may not have the relevant resources 
in terms of skills, experience, head count or revenue to 
hand to fund the development work alone.
the Innovation Partnership Programme supports these 
companies through providing funding towards the cost 
of accessing the expertise and resources of the Irish 
academic community to get that r&d work done to help 
turn that company design into a commercial reality.
the programme has supported many different types of 
partnerships between company and college but the 
end result sought is always the same – an undeniable 
commercial benefit for the company leading to an 
increase in their exports and head count.
how would embarking on an Innovation Partnership be 

a good way for firms struggling in the face 
of recession to cope?
an Innovation Partnership can enable a company to 
get a new or improved product or service ready for 
market quicker and at less cost than it could do on its 
own. the programme has supported many companies 
that have recognised their need to innovate or face 
an uncertain future (the shannon Coil springs is a good 
example of that). It offers generous grants (up to 80%) 
towards the cost of working with Irish Colleges to start 
this innovation process.
no money is passed to the company directly but is 
paid to the college partner to deliver their part of the 
project. Projects approved under the scheme are not 
100% funded by Enterprise Ireland and do require a 
cash contribution from the company itself towards the 
completion of the work.

an innovation Partnership supports irish based companies to work with irish 
colleges to access their expertise and resources to develop new and improved 
products, processes, services that will help the company grow and succeed 
in today’s global markets.

Issues of factory layout and time and 
motion studies will play a part in the 
Partnership work 

Issues of Stocks, Work in Progress and 
Inventory will addressed in the new 
work at Ceramicx

Measurement of the thermal 
efficiencies in production will be a 
part of the project

the Ul/Ceramicx research will also increase 
the functional and aesthetic quality of 
finished products. 
Both parties in the team have already 
developed a mutually beneficial relationship 
around the area of Process Capability 
development, Product validation and 
traceability. Ceramicx has enjoyed access 
to the expertise and resources within the Ul 
team which has led to world class outcomes 
for both Ul and Ceramicx.
their previous project together provided 
novel outcomes in the validation of infrared 
products including Ir imaging; product 
validation and traceability provision 
services.  
frank wilson says that ‘our ambition at 
Ceramicx is nothing less than to create an 
unequalled matrix of proprietary know-how 
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essentially taking part in the programme will cost the 
company money so all sides involved in the process 
must be comfortable that this cost can be met by 
the company and that the company will still have the 
resources to hand at the end of the project to take the 
project outputs and turn them into a viable, commercial 
reality.
Do's and Don’ts for those participating
DO become a client of an appropriate national 
development agency i.e. your local enterprise Board, 
Industrial development agency (Ireland),  Údarás na 
gaeltachta or enterprise Ireland.
DO draft a strong Business Plan that includes a clear 
strategy around how you will commercially exploit the 
outputs of the Innovation Partnership.
Before committing any money to a project it makes 
sense to DO the research to help yourself as much as 
possible.
DO have a very clear idea of what output you want from 
the programme.
DO be prepared and have the resources available 
to commercially benefit from the outcomes of the 
programme.
DO read the material available on the website:

http://www.enterprise-ireland.com/en/Funding-
Supports/Company/Esetablish-SME-Funding/Innovation-
Partnerships.html
A good starting point would be the ‘Frequently Asked 
Questions’ document available at the website.
DOn’T be afraid to contact the programme team, your 
agency and the college partner to talk about any 
aspect of the programme or your project.
Companies should always be comfortable with the 
process and those involved.
Companies should always feel that they are being actively 
engaged and that all parties involved understand what 
they want out of the programme.

Product variety - including UL accredited 
exports such as these - will be a factor in 
the overall mix

Testing rigs - such as this one for plastics 
conductivity - will feature in the project 

The Partnership will look at issues 
of automation in the Ceramicx 
workplace as part of its remit

in the world for Ir ceramic heating; all of it 
based on empirical measurement and on 
provable and repeatable scientific method 
and product engineering. we are delighted 
once more to welcome the University of 
limerick as a partner in innovation here. 
such ambitions as these are not founded 
on wishful thinking. ‘nothing succeeds like 
success,’ as they say, and the sales growth 
of Ceramicx in the marketplace is clearly 
driving the ability of the company to help 
attract new initiatives and research projects 
to its door. 
Indeed, market growth and other positive 
factors are also driving the increase in 
employment at the company. In addition to 
the scientific project recruitment, Ceramicx 
estimate that it will need a further six other 
positions in manufacturing over the next 

few months as part of the expansion in the business. 
Project manager, Cáthál wilson, says that ‘Ceramicx is always 
looking for good people who are keen to get involved and 
contribute. here, for example, we design and manufacture 
everything ourselves - from concept to factory gate and very 
often build the machinery to make the machines!  
Ceramicx looks for a blend of good technological skills - together 
with a can do attitude. Cáthál wilson adds that ‘we believe that 
the west Cork location has plenty of attraction for good people 
from all over the world. and for the right candidates we are 
prepared to offer english language training and other elements 
in any relocation package.’
the open-minded and positive attitude at Ceramicx has been 
key to the companies winning new friends and customers. 
thanks to the skills of its designers and engineers, many new kinds 
of infrared heating product have been created this year - where 
none existed before.
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CeramiCx TarGeTS 
inDian GrOWTH

sundar sundarraj, Business development director at 
elmec says that although global economic factors have 
slightly clouded the picture of Indian growth through 
2011, the coming year is set for better things. In terms of 
geography ‘we see gujurat state growing fast - and also 
tamilnadu.’ 
automotive is fast growing, according to the elmec man 
along with plastics packaging sectors.  
sundar sundarraj reports that the Ceramicx infrared 
heating components are gaining an enviable reputation: 
there are a number of good selling points. firstly the 
products are made in Ireland and are made of very 
good quality. Ceramicx products all come with a quality 
test certificate that is available on Internet. Finally the 
Ceramicx price point is extremely competitive with other 
european brands.’ 
Commercially, through 2012, elmec promises a new 
pattern of working with a number of smaller distributors in 
order to reach into all parts of the Indian continent. ‘we 
are now in the process of appointing smaller distributor 
and stockists to penetrate further into all markets. 
PlastIndia will be a very good event for us to take the 
temperature of the nation and to get some more clients 
directly.’
elmec notes that the global trend towards energy saving 

Elmec has a twenty one square metre booth as the show. 
Among the Ceramicx products on show will be is a 24” square 
box fabrication which will house a number of Ceramicx infared 
heating components.
elmec will also print some high resolution Ceramicx posters which 
will play their part in the themes arranged by the company’s 
interior designer for the show. ‘and along with that,’ says sundar, 
‘we will have display glass shelves and show cases. In those, we 
are going to a variety of element sizes; 240 X 60 , 120 X 60 and 
120 X 120 elements. we are also planning to make a separate 
display of some small size Ir heating elements. 
visitors to Plastindia 2012 may get a sense of the tremendous 
expectations of growth in the country as a whole. according 
to the country’s trade bodies India’s plastics processing sector 
will grow from 69,000 machines to 150,000 machines by the year 
2020.
India’s automobile industry is growing at more than 18% p.a. 
and is hungry for plastics innovations and solutions. the Indian 
Plastics Industry has been growing at a rate of 12% over the 
years and with its true potential harnessed, it is set to make 

India the 3rd largest consumer of plastics by 2012. Packaging, 
electronics, telecommunication, Infrastructure, transportation, 
healthcare and Consumer durables are fast growing sectors of 
Indian economy offering growth for plastics consumption.
India has made considerable progress, in the last ten years, 
in attracting private investment into the infrastructure sectors 
in telecommunication, ports, roads, power etc. the sector is 
estimated to grow at the rate of 10 % over the next few years. 
this sector offers tremendous opportunity for consumption of 
plastics.
the scale of just one plastics application illustrates the point: 
India’s agriculture sector contribute almost 20% to the Indian 
gdP and employs around 50% of India’s manpower. focused 
development of plasticulture is needed in order to cover 17 
million hectares of land that will be under micro irrigation and 
that will boost demand of plastics in this sector.
for prospective Plastindia visitors, the British Plastics federation 
is arranging an outward mission to the show which opens on  
1st february 2012. Contact stephen hunt at the BPf for further 
details. www.bpf.co.uk

Ceramicx to show at Plastindia 2012
next month, Ceramicx infrared heating products will play 
a key part at the Plastindia exhibition as part of the display 
of its partner, elmec Heaters. 

has also arrived in earnest in Indian manufacturing. 
‘every one is now trying to reduce power consumption. 
Infrared heating is clearly one way of saving companies 
money in thermoforming. 
throughout the world a certain amount of infrared heating 
education needs to go along with the product supply. 
India is no exception.  ‘elmec and other companies,’ 
says sundar, ‘are educating oeMs to use infrared heaters 
in various applications, primarily in order to demonstrate 
that the equipment has some advantage and is different 
from other kinds of equipment.’ In this way, Elmec 
targets the end-user of the heating equipment machine 
and also induces other machine makers to use infrared 
heaters in their equipment. 
such is India’s projected industrial growth over the 
next five years that opportunities for infrared heating 
are likely to pop out from both expected and unlikely 
corners. one recent elmec success came from the food 
snacks business. the producer’s nut based snacks were 
not getting the crispy appeal that his snacks needed. 
after the initial approach some experimentation the 
elmec engineers settled on an array of Ceramicx full flat 
elements (ffe) to provide the target heating to the food 
stuffs. the new products were crisped to perfection with 
both supplier and customer both very satisfied. 

elmec Heaters, Ceramicx’s partner in india, is gearing 
for a positive Plastindia exhibition, new Delhi, 1-6, Feb 
2012 and a year of prosperous expansion. 

sundar sundarraj
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In terms of the macro-economic picture - within 
germany and with europe - freek has some interesting 
views. the company ‘remains convinced that europe 
will get its problems solved in the end. the situation in 
europe is not as critical as constantly published these 
days. In fact, many german people,’ says freek,  ‘are 
getting bored of the steady stream of negative global 
economic news. german gnP, for one, shows healthy 
growth despite the apparent negative global picture.’
despite or because of this general growth, german-
based suppliers of plastics machinery remain extremely 
competitive with other. the battle for market share - in 
thermoforming, injection moulding and other kinds of 
heating applications - remains fierce. And although the 
show organisers calculated that non-german fakuma 
visitor participation was up to 30% of the total, the freek 
experience on the ground was different. 
‘our perception was that fakuma 2011 as more or less a 
90% German-speaking visitors’s fair, with most enquiries 
coming from the injection moulding area.’

In that context, freek’s best selling fakuma products 
remain hotrunner heaters, especially nozzle heaters. 
‘nevertheless,’ the company reiterates that ‘this time 
we focused on silicone heater mats and found a very 

good resonance in the market, as we had hoped.’
In terms of german awareness of infrared and infrared 
heating, freek says that, ‘actually Ir heating is more in 
common focus here, due to energy saving campaigns 
all over Germany. We find that especially in drying 
applications, infrared heating is coming to substitute 
more and more for simple hot air heating.’
there are many pluses within the freek portfolio for the 
Ceramicx brand of infrared heating solution. among 
these, freek counts. 
- Quick response and short delivery times
- Coverage of the complete Ir spectral band
- the long lifetime of Ceramicx elements
- Quartz halogen heaters as an alternative to other 
methods
freek also reports that the ‘level of applications 
engineering for infrared has risen in germany compared 
to last year. The level of quotations for platens has also 
increased significantly, and the challenge now is to 
convert all enquiries to orders.’
freek has many new and dynamic plans for the coming 
year including the realization of new co-operation 
concept with euroheat with freek starting to produce 
euroheat-style cartridge heaters in germany in order to 
improve service level for customers. 
freek’s posted double digit company growth rates in 
2010 and 2011 and expects further moderate growth 
in 2012 as well. Key technology areas will include 
additional growth through the company’s patent 
pending highly heat conductive nozzle heaters. 
Infrared heating 
finally, friedr freek value the communications work 
being done by Ceramicx - through its web sites and 
through heatworks magazine. ‘as a follow-up measure 
to fakuma we are about to send the remaining 
heatworks magazines to our german customers by 
post.’
at Ceramicx we look forward to supporting and 
partnering freek in all its endeavours through 2012. 

Ceramicx congratulates partner company Friedr Freek 
on its successful presence at last month’s Fakuma plastics 
exhibition in Germany. We listened to the company’s 
experiences of the show and the German market 
generally
overall, freek reports that ‘this year’s fakuma was successfully busy: as usual we put the focus on our 
hotMicroCoil heaters for injection moulding machines. In addition to that we introduced silicone heater 
mats to the plastics industry where they have not been used often until now.’
freek is a veteran of the fakuma experience and knows full well that the majority of business is likely to be 
in the injection moulding area: ‘Of course we have shown the range of Ceramicx ceramic, quartz and 
quartz halogen elements - but only a portion of enquiries were entirely infrared based.’

FreeK PreSSeS 
FOrWarD

Silicone heater mat
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Whether you require a 
customised solution or materials 
testing, a new infrared heating 
or drying system or an upgrade 
to your existing process.

Ceramicx can design and 
build the heating solution for 
your business. from a single 
zone5kw test oven to a 
500 zone,1Mw high volume 
computer controlled oven.

Long wave platens 
large. 3 sections of 3,600 x 2,200 mm, 489kW
small. 255 x 380 mm, 4.8kW

Long wave ceramic 61kW platen
2100 x 1000 x 752 mm

Medium wave 19.5kW platen 
960 x 700 mm

Long wave ceramic 27kW platen  
Ø1100 x 2150 mm

Fast medium wave 144kW platen, 2000 x 1500 mm.           Long wave 58.5kW platen, 1280 x 1280 mm. 
Short Wave 53.6kw heater, Ø750 x 300 mm           Fast medium wave 36kW platen 2000 x 500 mm.

aPPLiCaTiOnS 
enGineerinG
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Long wave ceramic platen  7.35 kW  1000 x 1000 mm

Fast medium wave modular heater   36 kW 1130 x 500 mm

Fast medium wave modular heater   36 kW 1130 x 500 mm

121.2 kW, 88 zone, open loop PC based control system
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FTe  full trough element
245 x 60 mm
150w  250w  300w  400w 500w 600w 750w 1000w LFTe  large full trough element

245 x 110 mm
1000w  1500w

HTe  half trough element
122 x 60 mm
125w   150w   200w  250w  325w  500w

QTe  Quarter trough element
60 x 60 mm
125w   250w

QCe  Quarter Curved element
60 x 55 mm
150w   250w

CeramiC TrOUGH eLemenTS

FTe-Ln  full trough element -long neck
122 x 60 mm
250w   400w   500w   650w

FTeL-Ln  full trough element long - long neck
285 x 60 mm
1000w

Ln - long neck

trough            long neck     Curved          large trough

CeraMICX  standard 
ProdUCt  range
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FFe  full flat element
245 x 60 mm
150w  250w  300w  400w 500w 600w 750w 1000w

FFeH  full flat element hollow
245 x 60 mm
250w   300w   400w  500w   600w  800w

HFeH  half flat element hollow
122 x 60 mm
125w   200w   250w  300w   400w  

SFSe  Square Flat Solid Element
122 x 122 mm
150w 250w 300w 350w 400w 500w 650w 750w

LFFe  large full flat element
245 x 95 mm
150w 350w 750w 1400w

HFe  half trough element
122 x 60 mm
125w   150w   200w  250w  325w  500w

QFe  Quarter flat element
60 x 60 mm
125w   250w

CeramiC FLaT eLemenTS

CeramiC HOLLOW eLemenTS

Flat                   Square Flat                   Large Flat

Hollow              Square Hollow               
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QFeH  Quarter flat element hollow
60 x 60 mm
125w   200w  

SFeH  Square Flat Element Hollow
122 x 122 mm
250w   300w   400w  500w   600w   800w 

eSeB  
edison screw element Ball
Ø65 x 140 mm

60w   100w   

eSer  
edison screw element regular
Ø95 x 140 mm

60w   100w   

eSeS  
edison screw element small
Ø80 x 110 mm

60w   100w   

eSexL  
edison screw element
extra large
Ø140 x 137 mm
400w   

eDiSOn SCreW eLemenTS

eseB                 eses                   eser                       eseXl               

THermOCOUPLeS

Type K
+  nickel Chromium
-   nickel aluminium   

Type J
+  Iron
-   Copper nickel   
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FQe  full Quartz element
247 x 62.5 x 22 mm
150w   250w   400w  500w   650w   750w  1000w

STQH100    100 x 100 mm   wattage range 150 - 400 watts 

STQH112 112 x 112 mm  wattage range 150 - 400 watts

STQH140 140 x 140 mm  wattage range 150 - 650 watts

STQH150 150 x 150 mm  wattage range 150 - 650 watts  

PFQe  Pillared full Quartz element
247 x 62.5 x 22 mm
150w   250w   400w  500w   650w   750w  1000w

SQe  Square Quartz Element
124 x 124 x 22 mm
150w  250w  400w  500w  650w  750w  1000w

HQe  half Quartz element
124 x 62.5 x 22 mm
150w   250w  400w  500w

PHQe  Pillared half Quartz element
124 x 62.5 x 22 mm
150w   250w  400w  500w

QQe  Quarter Quartz element
62.5 x 62.3 x 22 mm
150w   250w

QUarTz eLemenTS

QUarTz eLemenTS

Quartz           Square Quartz         Pillared Quartz

STQH single tube Quartz heaters
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Quartz Tungsten 
QTS Quartz tungsten short  Ø10 x 224 mm   750w 

QTm Quartz tungsten Medium Ø10 x 277 mm   1000w 

QTL Quartz tungsten long  Ø10 x 473 mm   1500w 1750w  2000w

Quartz Halogen
QHS Quartz halogen short  Ø10 x 224 mm   750w 

QHm Quartz halogen Medium Ø10 x 277 mm   1000w 

QHL Quartz halogen long  Ø10 x 473 mm    2000w

QUarTz TUnGSTen HaLOGen

Quartz Tungsten 

Quartz Halogen 

QTSr Quartz Tungsten Short Reflector  247 x 62 mm   

QTmr Quartz Tungsten Medium Reflector  303 x 62 mm    

QTLr Quartz Tungsten Long Reflector  497 x 62 mm    

Fastir 305   305 x 305 x 150 mm
suitable for 1000w Quartz tungsten/halogen heaters QtM/
QhM ( tubes supplied separately )

 4 Tube - 4kw     5 Tube - 5kw

FaSTir

Quartz Tungsten / Halogen Reflectors
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CUSTOm PaneL HeaTerS

reFLeCTOrS / PrOJeCTOrS

Fastir 500   500 x 500 x 150 mm
suitable for 2000w Quartz tungsten/
halogen heaters Qtl/Qhl 
( tubes supplied separately )

6 Tube - 12kw

7 Tube - 14kw

Custom Panel Heaters 
available with anodised aluminium or ceramic glass face.
range of wattages and supply voltages
Multi- zone options with removable miniature thermocouple 
plug

raS   Reflector Aluminised Steel supplied without heaters

PaS   Projector aluminised steel supplied without heaters

raS 5  100 x 60 x 1,254 mm  

raS 4        100 x 60 x 1,004 mm

raS 3         100 x 60 x 754 mm

raS2           100 x 60 x 505 mm

raS1        100 x 60 x 254 mm

raS 0.5    100 x 60 x 160 mm 

PaS 5  94 x 76 x 1,258 mm  

PaS 4        94 x 76 x 1,008 mm

PaS 3         94 x 76 x 758 mm

PaS2           94 x 76 x 508 mm

PaS1        94 x 76 x 258 mm
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2P Ceramic Terminal 
end Block
with stainless steel fittings
40 x 32 x 20 mm

3P Ceramic Terminal 
end Block
with stainless steel fittings
62 x 32 x 20 mm

2P Ceramic Terminal 
end Block
No fittings
40 x 32 x 20 mm

3P Ceramic Terminal 
end Block
No fittings
62 x 32 x 20 mm

r7s Ceramic Holder 
for standard Qt/Qh 
heater range

Flat Ceramic Base 
Holder for halogen/ 
tungsten heaters fitted 
with a flat ceramic base

Stainless Steel Buzz 
Bars
8 x 2 x 1000 mm

STQH Holder 
for all types of stQh type 
heaters

mounting Bracket
73 x 57 x 25 mm

Steel Wave Spring 
and Clip Set

One Piece Steel 
Spring / Clip

Ceramic Beads
loose

Ceramic Beads 
strung

Glass Bulb 

e27 edison Screw 
Bulb Holder
Ø53 x 74 mm

Reflector for Ceramic 
Bulbs
Ø220 x 110 mm

aCCeSSOrieS
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the underlying science of thermal energy conversion 
and management is the transport of heat within and 
between solids, liquids and gases. The core thermal 
energy conversion technology is the heat exchanger. the 
physical scale of heat exchangers varies tremendously 
depending on the application. heat exchangers are as 
vital in cooling the microchips in a mobile phone as they 
are in providing human comfort in residential buildings. 
and even though the scale varies tremendously, the 
critical issues common to all heat exchange technologies 
are the effectiveness of the heat transfer; the power 
‘cost’ associated with running the system; the size and 
weight of the device; its controllability, and the efficiency 
of energy use in the overall integrated thermal system.

Trinity’s research mission
My fluids and heat transfer research group at trinity 
College dublin is currently conducting research covering 
a broad range of subjects that are fundamental to the 
science and technology of thermal energy conversion, 
transport and management. the primary mission of my 
research group is to advance the state-of-the-art of 
thermal energy systems by developing a fundamental 
understanding of thermal energy transport phenomena 
and applying this knowledge to advanced and 
innovative heat exchange components, devices and 
technologies. 
These research themes specifically address those 
areas that underpin novel heat transfer enhancement 
techniques, ‘smart’ heat exchange systems and the 
power cost minimization of next generation heat transfer 
technologies found in power generation, domestic 
energy use, hvaC, solar collectors, space technology 
and high powered electronics, to name a few. 
on a more fundamental level, the research is currently 
focussed on the science and application of two-
phase flow and heat transfer, enhanced liquid and gas 
impinging jet heat transfer, heat pipe technology, single 
phase convective heat transport, electrohydrodynamic 

enhanced thermal systems, boiling heat transfer, 
thermocapillary convection, thermoelectrics, energy in 
buildings and radiation heat transfer. 

Energy efficiency needs
In-line with Ireland’s national energy priorities, my 
group performs research that specifically targets the 
critical need for improved energy efficiency of thermal 
energy transport and conversion technologies as well as 
developing novel clean energy devices. the research 
underpins the rational use of energy with regard to the 
reduction of energy use as well as clean generation 
with their consequent reduction of green house gas 
emissions. 

to achieve this, the research focuses on both the 
fundamental science of enhanced heat transfer as 
well as innovative systems level engineering of clean 
technologies for biomass, geothermal, solar thermal, 
energy storage and waste heat recovery applications.

The role of infrared
My interest in researching Ir heating has developed 
alongside my research in energy flows in domestic 
building environments, in particular when it comes to the 
relationships, or lack thereof, between heating, comfort 
and energy cost. 
The traditional method of defining environmental 
thermal comfort, based on phychrometric charts with 
temperature and relative humidity, is, in my opinion, 
diminishing in relevance as the need for efficient use of 
energy becomes more pressing. 
In residential settings one thing which is largely overlooked 
is the tug-of-war between the need for adequate 
ventilation and the need for thermal comfort. thermal 
comfort is typically achieved by the brute force method 
of heating the air which is subsequently ventilated to the 

FUnDamenTaLS OF ir HeaTinG 
meaSUrinG UP FOr COmFOrT

Part
two

anthony robinson

in the last issue of HeatWorks magazine we looked at some the 
issues of infrared Heating as regards their effects on the human 
body. in this issue we welcome Dr. Tony robinson of the Department 
of mechanical and manufacturing engineering at Trinity College 
Dublin who casts his expert eye over some ir issues in relation to the distribution of ir 
heating in 3D and the general effects of ir in the built environment and human habitats

    infrared heating is elegant, efficient 
and can be precisely engineered to 
         suit a particular heating need’’‘‘
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outside in order to maintain adequate indoor air quality. 
This is quite obviously not a sustainable approach and 
more elegant solutions, such as Ir heating which 
have the potential to produce the desired comfort by 
directly heating the target, need to be developed and 
integrated into advanced energy efficient residential 
heating solutions. 
To achieve this aim will not only require further R&D but 
will also require a programme of education, so that 
people can make informed decisions about their home 
energy-use. 
In the context of domestic 
appliances, entertainment and It 
systems, aggressive programmes 
of research and development 
have developed scientific 
principles into technologies 
which are now ubiquitous. The 
same is not true for domestic 
thermal systems which have 
largely evolved as a trade 
and have thus not entertained 
anywhere near the same levels 
of technological advancement 
over the past century.

The positives in ir 
I am attracted to the concept of Ir heating because it 
is elegant, efficient and can be precisely engineered to 
suit a particular heating need. the brute force method 
of heating the whole room instead of the objects to be 
heated is just not logical in many instances. 
even still, the design and implementation of Ir heating 
also offers its own set of unique and interesting challenges 
in the context of human comfort. these challenges relate 
to the design of the Ir heater which includes, but is not 
limited to:
  i)  the focusing and/or spreading of the radiation  
       from source to target.
 ii)  the visible glare from the source and the conundrum  
      that the power density drops as the wavelength
      increases. 
iii)  The transient response characteristics of the heater. 
iv) The absorption characteristics of the target and its
     location relative to the heater etc. 
In my view, there is a very broad field for R&D in IR heater 
technology in the domestic environment. 
the primary challenge is to get the balance right, in 
the sense that most Ir comfort/space heaters on the 
market are simply designed in the context of minimizing 
manufacturing cost.  In my view, however, they should 
be designed more with a view providing the maximum 
comfort (itself not easy to define) for the minimum 
expenditure on energy. 
of course, the new Ir heaters will need to be designed 
for manufacture, but the design constraints should not 
simply be targeted on output power and cost. these 
measures alone are crude, and will not facilitate the 
uptake of Ir technology, principally because the comfort 
issue remains open.  

The challenge of comfort 
Some specific issues that need to be resolved include 
developing a deeper understanding of the human 
perception of heat in the context of comfort. this is an 
interesting challenge for Ir heating considering that 
comfort will be related to a net exchange of thermal 
energy with one’s surroundings. In a climate controlled 
environment the body will be warmer than its surroundings 
so that there is a net flow of energy from the body to the 
surroundings. 

any given room is comfortable for an individual when the 
heating flow correctly balances the heat generated by 
one’s own metabolism. this comfort zone will vary from 
person to person. with Ir heating, the general surroundings 
could be cooler resulting in a larger energy flow from the 
body. this movement could be then compensated by the 
absorption of Ir radiation, perceived as heat. with Ir, the 
comfort heating ‘balance’ could be more intelligently 
achieved - and with less net energy expenditure.

First steps in profiling
To begin the design process we must first develop the 
capacity to characterize Ir heaters; both experimentally 
and mathematically. Based on the scarce information 
available in the academic literature there is no scientific 
methodology or protocol for doing this. 
to this end our group at trinity College dublin has 
recently been researching different methodologies for 
3D mapping of the radiant heat flux distribution; from IR 
sources as well as characterizing their emissivity. 
the core concept of the 3d mapping strategy is very 
similar to that used to generate 3D velocity profiles in 
flowing liquids whereby a 3D positioning system is used to 
control and monitor the position of an appropriate sensor 
and the results are post processed to create 3D fields. 
In this research we are using advanced thermal imaging, 
IR thermometry, heat flux sensors as well as IR heat flux 
radiometers. In the long term the experimental programme 
will provide the data necessary to validate advanced 
mathematical models. these will then be  integrated into 
design tools for next generation Ir heater technologies 
which can be designed in the virtual environment for 
which they will be deployed. 

Near field thermal footprint of an ir heater impinging on a flat matt black surface
( Enterprise Ireland- Innovation scheme funded )

Contact Details  - dr. tony robinson.  lecturer in thermodynamics, trinity College dublin, College green, dublin 2.        arobins@tcd.ie
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iCmr:raiSinG THe Bar
Heatworks reports on the initiative that is set 
to assist quantum gains in manufacturing in 
ireland.
the Irish Centre for Manufacturing research (ICMr) is a newly launched 
consortium of leading Irish manufacturers who are collaborating in 
order to conduct embedded research and innovation. 
launched on May 20, 2011 by Irish Minister for Jobs, enterprise and 
Innovation  richard Bruton td - and supported with €5 million funding 
by the Irish government, the ICMr mission is already well underway - 
with clear and overall savings for industry of 10% already targeted. 
Ceramicx has been involved from the get-go and here we talk to Barry 
Kennedy, Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the new ICMR Company 
and also of the partner initiative organisation in energy management 
and savings, I2e2. 
Barry has an Msc gained from trinity College dublin in 1996 and 
his industry career shows him well versed in many aspects of the 
manufacturing chain; including research, production and logistics. we 
are lucky to have him at the helm of ICMr - and we welcome him to   
heatworks readers!

Barry can you tell us a bit about the genesis of the iCmr; from how it 
developed as an idea - to the current project 
I can indeed - but may I just begin by saying that the new ICMR is 
everyone’s project and is open to everyone to join. All companies in 
Ireland, North and South are qualified and welcome to take their seats 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx alongside some of the names mentioned above. 

The benefits of taking up ICMR membership in these early days - getting 
in on the ground floor so to speak - are considerable. Not only will you 
get the cost-saving and competitive benefits from sharing in all the 
main project work; you will also enjoy and benefit from the networking 
and associateship aspects of the organisation. That’s been the 
experience so far - whether you’re an outfit the size of Intel or a small to 
medium sized manufacturer (SME).  Frank Wilson alluded to it himself in 
his speech at the May launch with reference to the Meitheal and it’s a 
key part of what we’ve got going already. 
I would be clearly failing in my duty if I didn’t emphasise the ICMR 
commercial first!
To answer your question - the key opportunity for our industry currently 
is the central issue of competitiveness; namely reducing various cost 
bases and improving best practices. If you take a look around there 
is in fact an astonishing appetite for the competitiveness issue and for 
the work involved. As part of the ICMR formation in the early days we 
generated enough material and issues in the space of one meeting 
that would set the agenda for a number of member companies for the 
coming year. The ‘market’ so to speak was very quickly established. 
In week two the ICMR plan of action was established. Among other 
things the quality of ‘urgency’ was established - essential as we know, 

to getting things done. From these beginnings 
earlier this year, the ICMR grew into its current 
form - right up to the formal launch by the 
Minister in May 2011.
There’s quite a few sectors involved - iT, 
pharmaceuticals, food manufacture, infrared 
heating. aren’t they all very different - like 
chalk and cheese? 
You would have thought so - but scratch the 
surface and there’s so much more common 

ground than not: Where it’s continuous 
process or batch process or some other core 
activity, all factories and plants share a good 
deal of similar infrastructure; with fixed plant; 
operators; power, heat, lighting; compressors; 
equipment and production. All factory systems 

of whatever kind can, in fact, easily ‘get’ and 
share similar themes and issues of throughput, 
cycle time and also problem statements. 
Cycle time improvements are another main 
part of the iCmr work?
Yes. We are driving a number of projects 
in the area of manufacturing cycle time 
reduction.  These include the development 
of sustainable model based decision support 
systems and cycle time variability analysis and 
quantification.
The idea is to enable our member companies 
to increase their consumer responsiveness by 
reducing the time between order and delivery 
- at the same time minimizing inventory. We 
are also working on identifying those elements 
of the manufacturing process that contribute 
most to the cycle time and inventory levels of 
a manufacturing facility.

Richard Bruton, Frank Wilson and Barry Kennedy

       the ICMR is everyone’s project
     and is open to everyone to join .‘‘ ”

‘‘
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and we hear that the iCmr is working on what might be called issues of 
the ‘black arts’ in manufacturing. 
Actually our term for it is ‘Tacit Knowledge’. You know the old joke 
about the engineering consultant to the factory boiler - the only one 
who over a period of decades thoroughly understood the system. Every 
time things went really wrong - no option but to call him in. He would 
take a good look around everything - select a hammer or spanner and 
give one tap - or insert one screw. Ten minutes - job done. Every time, 
his invoice was the same - Cost of screw - €1 - For knowing where to 
tap - €3,000. 
Companies neglect the value of tacit understanding at their peril and 
often get hamstrung by it for various reasons. 
So how do you bottle it?
Good question. There are many experts within companies - and many 
reasons why their know-how doesn’t get shared or distributed as the 
company’s resource and property. There’s no single answer to the 
question - but really - it’s the company management’s responsibility 
to make sure that the tacit understanding gets shared around. Above 
all, this is a people thing and, accordingly, we are working with some 
psychologists to make maps of this territory. Once again, the aim is 
systematise what we learn so that all our members can help release 
know-how to their own people. 

We seem to live in an age where information is 
easy to come by?
Correct. And social media such as YouTube can 
be turned to our advantage.
So as well as the ‘hard’ science, there seem to 
be some ‘soft’ management skills that the iCmr 
is enabling?
The term we adopt for many things is 
‘translational research’. We come up on good 
and worthwhile activities that are near enough 
to their market goals, but just need that extra bit 
of energy, resource, know-how in order to get 
them dragged over the finish line. 
Our agenda is therefore designed to deliver 
the breakthrough solutions required to maintain 
competitive edge. By addressing these needs, 
we will encourage continued investment in 
Ireland - not just for existing sectors such as our 
own in IT, pharmaceutical, biomedical, and 
others - but for many others. 
The ICMR is already a success story because it is 
built around industry leadership, independence 
and commercialization of research -  with 
the research business of the centre being 
managed by a technology leader with industrial 
experience. Like anything else, the more you put 
in - the more you get out - and there are plenty 
of valuable learnings that all our members have 
been sharing with each other and applying from 
the get-go. 
In fact, the ICMR is more akin to a ‘movement’ 
and a container and transmitter of ideas than 
anything else. It actually has much in common 
with the flat organisation of some recent social 
media. You will certainly get the sense that I 
encourage companies to apply!
Nothing is ruled out from our programme. And if 
we invest in ourselves in this way, new business 
cannot but be created. 
Our ICMR has a high aim - that Ireland continues 
to be the location of choice for advanced 
manufacturing in Europe.  And - after just a short 
time in business together- we believe that our 
aim is highly achievable.

The Irish Centre for Manufacturing Research (ICMR) will focus on research 
to enable Irish manufacturing industries to improve competitiveness via 
breakthroughs in cost reduction, service levels, customer responsiveness, 
output and productivity, cycle time and time to market, flexibility and work 
force development, waste reduction and product quality.  
For further details of activities - or membership contact Frank Wilson at 
Ceramicx  -  or  Barry Kennedy at ICMR.   IR1-1, Collinstown Ind. Park, Leixlip, 
Co. Kildare.      barry.j.kennedy@intel.com

        the ICMR is more akin to a ‘movement’
 a container and transmitter of ideas 
                                     than anything else.‘‘ ”maCrO
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aWe maKe iT Here  

‘from the beginning,’ says Managing director frank wilson, 
we have defined Ceramicx as a supplier of complete 
infrared heating systems: not only are we making and 
supplying world-class ceramic elements, quartz tubes and 
other components, we are also investing and upskilling in 
all the requisite machining and engineering for all bespoke 
infrared heating applications. 

our new hurco machine represents a substantial investment 
- but is greatly needed in order to realise many of the new 
kinds of infrared heating projects that we now have orders 
for.’

the new machine will be involved in making a large variety 
of componentry; platens and heat systems for plastics 
thermforming machines; rigs for plastics-to-metal bonding; 
surrounds and reflectors for use in domestic heating and 
many other applications. 

thanks to the skills of Ceramicx designers and engineers, 
many new kinds of infrared heating product have been 
created this year - where none existed before. the new 
hurco will further enhance these capabilities. 

new recruits to the company can be expected to become 
familiar quickly with the worlds of Computer Aided Design 
(Cad) and Computer aided Manufacture (CaM). 

‘our people need to be able to think 
and envision heating systems in three 
dimensions before we even move to 
realising the designs in the machine 
shop,’ says frank wilson

‘our new heating designs need to be open 
– not just to the Cad department – but to 
input from all corners of the business and 
lately, for much new business, we have 
been investing in a product ‘modelling 

a newly installed Hurco Tmm8 bar 
fed lathe with C-axis and 50 mm 
chuck  has given the Ceramicx 
machinery and fabrication shop 
some greatly increased capabilities 
in .........applications engineering. 

N 51° 36′
W   9° 28′

New Harco TMM8 slant-bed lathe with live tooling and secondary 
milling/drilling got up and running in the last month

Hurco VM1 3 axis vertical milling machine
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approach. this allows use to look at issues of 
geometry and stress and so forth before we go 
further and release the job to the Cad stage.’

wilson adds that ‘the new investments are all 
part and parcel of an effort to perfect the price/
performance ratio in infrared technology – and 
lowering the carbon footprint of the products too. 
that’s why our customers - from hong Kong to 
hollywood - are now growing with us.

Last year’s investment in semi-automated quality 
systems means that every ceramic element, 
for example, is delivered from west Cork to its 
world destination together with a data bank of 
quality assurance information; numbered and 
traceable and also a detailed specification of heat 
performance data; graphical and numerical. 

This product data - the element birth certificate - 
is not general but specifically applies to every item 
purchased from us. ‘Infrared heaters,’ adds wilson,  
‘are highly technical pieces of equipment - and 
all of ours have their own individual and technical 
‘thumbprint’ - available exclusively and only to the 
purchaser/user.’ 

Ceramicx’s new hurco and machine shop 
investments are now a valued complement to 
that core capability. expect many and varied 
constructions from the new machine shop in the 
months to come. 

Spring Clips and other small 
components are produced 

on Fresan FP 20 tonne 
eccentric press

Hurco VM1 3 axis vertical milling machine

MAP 1000 CNC 24 tonne hydraulic turret punch press

High precision Safan M shear 
and Safan E press brake in the 
sheet metal area
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enTerPriSe THaT 
maKeS a DiFFerenCe

Hi Tom - welcome to HeatWorks magazine. Could you describe 
your role and activities at enterprise ireland for us please. 
thank you. My current role is Innovation Partnership Programme 
Manager, and I mange a fund that seeks to support academic 
/ industrial partnerships who work together on r&d projects to 
develop innovative products, processes and services for the 
company.
My responsibilities include managing the interaction with 
applicants and assisting in getting the project ready to be 
evaluated. I also act as lead advocate to the Industrial research 
and Commercialisation Committee (IrCC) who are selected 
externally to independently review the submissions and to decide 
on the allocation of funding.
Tom - what do you enjoy most about the job?
I get a great overview of the development activities going on 
in Ireland across all sectors; there are so many great export 
companies here and most of them are working at the highest 
level in their respective fields. 
also, it is very satisfying to see Irelands academic and industrial 
teams working well together, getting excited about the project 
outputs as they are created. to see a product, process or service 
move from an idea jotted down on a page and it to progress 
all the way to a winning commercial reality for an Irish based 
company - and also to know that you played a small part in that 
process - is a great feeling.
remind us of the history in enterprise ireland’s work with Ceramicx

Ceramicx first made contact with the 
enterprise Ireland programme in 2008 with 
plans for an Innovation Partnership project 
together with dr. Mark southern’s team at the 
enterprise research Centre in the University of 
limerick.
frank and his son Cáthál are great 
entrepreneurs and they are also very much 
hands-on manufacturers & engineers at 
heart. I come from a manufacturing/product 
development background so we hit it off 
straight away.
they asked me to join them in development & 
progress meetings between Ceramicx and the 
limerick team as they both made their way 
through the steps of a technically complex, 
demanding and ambitious Innovation 

Franks thanks.....

as you can read elsewhere in this issue of 
heatworks, Ceramicx is now embarked 
on the second phase of our Innovation 
Partnership with the University of limerick 
(Ul), thanks largely in part to the enabling 
presence of enterprise Ireland. 

we are - I would like to say - exceedingly 
fortunate in the guiding participation of 
enterprise Ireland, especially in the persons 
of both tom Bannon and Paul McCloskey. I 
know that it may perhaps break with some 
protocols to mention the role of individuals. 
But business is a thing conducted by 
people, between people - and besides, I 
am a protocol-breaker. 

so here goes. . . . . .

from the get-go, the skill-sets of both Paul 
and tom were vital to the project and 
very helpful in keeping the ball rolling 
between Ul and ourselves. Paul's deep 
understanding of technology and what 
also makes for commercial success was 
vital in keeping the project grounded in the 
necessary technical details. Most people 
have one skill-set or the other but Paul has 
both in spades. 

tom brought a very desirable set of 
qualities to the party; not least his direct 
work experience with blue-chip Us 
manufacturers such as materials giant 
dupont, air Products for Intel and media 
pioneer, hewlett Packard.  

not only can tom tick both the industrial 
experience box and the trinity College Phd 
box, he also has many further convictions 

in the form of advanced manufacturing 
training in the shape of statistical Process 
Control, Iso Quality audity, 6 sigma lean 
Manufacturing, value engineering and 
failure Mode effects analysis. 

Make no mistake, Ceramicx is intent 
on world-class performance and 
manufacturing. we therefore deeply value 
this kind of know-how and we rate it as the 
real McCoy. In relation to our new project 
needs we were mighty glad to have tom's 
leadership and facilitation in the overall 
mix. 

In short, Ceramicx very much hopes to 
extend and deepen our relationship with 
enterprise Ireland as we go forward. the 
quality of its people and the service given 
has been outstanding and yet - even so - 
we feel the best is yet to come.

Here, Ceramicx talks to Tom Bannon of 
enterprise ireland about the work done 
with enterprise ireland, Ceramicx the 
University of Limerick - and about the 
positives in irish industry as a whole. 

dr. tom Bannon,
Programme Manager, 
Innovation Partnerships.
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enterprise ireland – 
short guide to supports for Smes
enterprise Ireland is the government 
organisation responsible for the development 
and growth of Irish enterprises in world markets.   
the agency has a wide range of strategic and 
financial supports to support Irish companies’ 
business growth.  these include:

     funding supports 
     export assistance.
     supports to develop competitiveness 
     Incentives to stimulate in-company r&d 
     assistance with r&d collaboration 
     Connections and introductions to
     customers overseas 
enterprise Ireland client companies are 
assigned a development advisor who assesses 
company needs and capabilities, and then 
works with the company to formulate its 
growth plan, and to access the range of 
services and resources needed to execute 
that plan. 

For more information visit the enterprise Ireland 
website  http://www.enterprise-ireland.com 
or contact enterprise Ireland on 01 7272000

Partnership project. I got to know all sides of the project from there. I 
really enjoy their savage Cork wit and fearless approach when it comes 
to telling you how it is!
despite many hefty hurdles and roadblocks, the project was a big 
success. Mark’s academic team developed an in-line analysis system 
that measures, records and interrogates performance data for every 
Ir emitter product that Ceramicx produce. this has allowed Ceramicx 
to offer an unprecedented level of detail to their customers about the 
performance characteristics of each and every unit they buy.
in what areas do you believe Ceramicx to be blazing a trail?  
I can only speak knowledgeably about the specific areas that I worked 
with Ceramicx in, but I do know that the company is working on bringing 
brand new product and process innovations to life in many different 
areas of ceramic manufacture and in manufacturing technology 
development in general.
Specific to the continued support of the company through the 
enterprise Ireland Innovation Partnership Programme; when Ceramicx 
exhibited their in-line analysis system co-developed with University of 
limerick (Ul) at a major International Conference, it generated a huge 
response from industry and seeded a further upswing in Ceramicx’ 
already rapidly growing export order book. this is exactly the kind of 
success that enterprise Ireland hopes to realize for its company clients 
when funding process improvement innovation projects through the 
Innovation Partnership Programme.
How is enterprise ireland continuing to build on this success?
I mentioned earlier that the engineers at Ul & Ceramicx were also using 
the in-line data generated by the system to perform statistical analysis 
on the manufacturing process. this analysis pinpointed the areas where 
process improvement would make the most difference to product 
quality (i.e. what process stage is exhibiting variation).
Using this data, it was a natural progression for the company to 
devise a follow-up project with the Ul team which would improve the 
understanding of why there is variation in that particular process stage. 
once understood, that process stage can be much more effectively 
controlled. Both sides are now working to evolve the ceramic heater 
manufacturing process at Ceramicx from one which relies on operator 
skill/craft to a thoroughly understood, statistically capable process.
the total inputs to fully completing this kind of work are considerable  - 
with both teams spending long hours working on the production lines. 
and rapidly growing sMe companies like Ceramicx are naturally and 
primarily customer and sales focussed; hiring and training of new staff, 
finding new markets and infrared heating applications; investing in 
capital plant and machinery and upgrading and tool sets.
our enterprise Ireland Innovation Partnership Programme was therefore 
offered as a support mechanism for this company in order to enable 
them to pursue this highly innovative project in tandem with the University 
of limerick. for those of us involved on the enterprise Ireland side, it was 
clear that the project had a compelling reason to be pursued and that 
it had undeniable benefits for Ceramicx and for Irish industry; in terms of 
increased exports and increased local employment. 
in many ways ireland continues to be the manufacturing zone of choice 
in europe - sunrise industries; computing; new technology; health care; 
plastics processing and so on. any thoughts on what to capitalise on 
there?
there are of course the higher level reasons like favourable tax structures, 
highly-skilled and motivated work force, generous funding mechanisms 

for enterprise and our geographical 
location. 
I think also it’s important to cite the 
personality & character of the people 
themselves as being crucial to all of this. 
Irish people have always done very well 
abroad and until fifteen years ago, many 
of us assumed that we would never get 
the chance to do so at home.
frank & Cáthál are passionate about 
innovation, driving Ceramicx to the 
top of their field through a devotion to 
continuous product improvement and an 
excellent customer experience. this kind 
of commitment is out there in our business 
community in abundance. I never fail to 
be impressed and inspired by so many 
of the company owners, managers and 
staff that I have met who work with the 
same level of passion, tenacity and 
commitment. 
Tom, thank you so much for your time 
here. more power to you and enterprise 
ireland in the months and years ahead. 
thank you very much. 
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c e r a m ı c x / n e w s . . . .

next april 1-5 2012 will see Ceramicx joining 
weco International in exhibiting its infrared 
heating wares at the national Plastics 
exhibition, the Usa’s premier plastics 
showcase. 
Previously staged in Chicago, for the first 
time the nPe triennial event will be held in 
orlando, florida. More than two thousand 
exhibiting companies will be meeting and 
greeting the Us plastics industry together 
with a considerable influx of visitors 
expected from south america. 
More details of the show at www.npe.org

Ceramicx to show at NPE
In the life of a small to Medium enterprise (sMe) nothing counts more 
than its people: Indeed an sMe company is many times more likely 
to be aware of this fact and to be actively engaged in making sure 
that the right people are deployed on the right tasks.
at Ceramicx we have great opportunity to fast track our people 
development and to give our talent the opportunity to become true 
practitioners in all aspects, namely research & product development; 
engineering; production; quality control; sales and marketing.
we are therefore delighted to be ringing the changes on a couple 
such moves this month: we know that it will serve the individuals and, 
ultimately, we know it will serve the net wealth of the 
company and the service given to the customer.
Padraig Courtney has made a success of his day-to-
day role as production manager – overseeing the 
entire process – from clay to complete and finished 
parts.  there are very few situations on the Ceramicx 
production line that Padraig has not been party to. 
he is therefore ideally placed to join our new Infrared 
Innovation Partnership team; now working alongside 
other researchers from the University of limerick in our new two-
year innovation partnership project funded by enterprise Ireland 
and Ceramicx. as part of this Pádraig will earn a Master engineering 
degree that will be focused on “Manufacturing engineering and 

cost analysis modelling for process optimization in an 
sMe setting”. 
Meanwhile Pádraig’s role has been taken up by new 
recruit Patrick wilson. a graduate of Business studies 
from trinity with several languages at his disposal, 
including spanish, Portuguese and french, Patrick has 
spent the last number of years working for Kerry group 
as a production Manager.

welcome also to -

who are working alongside Pádraig and other researchers from 
the University of limerick in our new two-year infrared innovation 
partnership project funded by enterprise Ireland and Ceramicx.

hubert wittke
 Engineering and 

automisation solutions

thomas o'Brien
Statistical analysis 

and modelling

tim Price 
Materials Formulations 

In december Cáthál took up an 
invitation from trinity College, dublin 
to talk to 1st year Manufacturing 
and Management students. this 
was followed by a round table 
discussion with graduate research 
education Programme (greP) Phd 
students, exploring energy related 
topics.

Ceramicx has recently produced a 
comprehensive catalogue detailing 
our standard product range.
If you would like to receive a catalogue 
please forward your details to - 
sales@ceramicx.com

Ceramicx to show at 
Chinaplas 2012 

Hall W1        Stand T27
from 18th to 21st of april 2012, the new 
International exhibition Centre in shanghai 
will be the home of the 26th Chinaplas 
International exhibition for the plastics and 
rubber Industries.

www.chinaplasonline.com
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Talk to us today about your infrared heating needs.

Frank Wilson
Managing director

frank@ceramicx.com

Cáthál Wilson
Projects Manager

cathal@ceramicx.com

marcin milczarczyk
engineering Manager

eng@ceramicx.com

mike sheehan
Quality/ Purchasing Manager

mike@ceramicx.com

elizabeth Best
accounts

acc@ceramicx.com

Gráinne Wilson
director

sales@ceramicx.com

Tadhg Whooley
technical sales Manager

tadhg@ceramicx.com

Patrick Wilson
Production Manager

patrick.wilson@ceramicx.com

stephen dyer
Ceramicist

stephen.dyer@ceramicx.com

Amanda murphy
secretary / P.a.

amanda@ceramicx.com

Ceramicx Ireland ltd.  
gortnagrough, Ballydehob, Co. Cork, Ireland.

tel. +353 28 37510      fax. +353 28 37509

email. sales@ceramicx.com

www.ceramıcx.com         

Infrared ceramic and quartz 
heating systems for industry

Monday to thursday  
08.00 - 18.00 gmt

friday
08.00 - 14.00 gmt

Office hours



shoponline
CeRAmIC elemeNts

QuARtz elemeNts

QuARtz tuNgsteN 
elemeNts

QuARtz hAlogeN 
elemeNts

glAss INFRARed 
BulBs

ACCessoRIes

Books

long wave emitters

Medium wave emitters

fast Medium wave emitters

short wave emitters  
fast Ir systems

large range of high 
temperature components and 

accessories

Infrared heating 
elements direct from 

the manufacturer
all standard stock items available online, 

goods despatched next day, competitive 
delivery rates.

for all non standard items contact 
                                      sales@ceramicx.com                                      


